The overlap separation mechanism is widely used to separate paper sheets from each other in automatic teller machines. In this study, we first derived a formula used for expressing the normal separation condition of paper sheets. Then we analyzed the deformation force acting on the paper sheet surfaces by treating the paper sheet as an elastic beam and using Clapeyron's theorem of three moments. Furthermore, by using the finite element analysis software LS-DYNA, we developed a three-dimensional simulation method that can accurately reproduce normal separation, misfeeding, and double feeding behaviors. Finally, the effects of the main parameters on deformation force will be discussed. The results show that the deformation force is proportional to the overlap; the bigger the width of gate-roller or the distance of roller edges, the bigger the deformation force. Moreover, the width of the feed-roller has hardly any effect on deformation force. It is shown that separation defects obtained by the elastic beam model agree well with those obtained by the FE model.
Introduction
Paper sheet separation is one of the most important handling procedures in many information devices, such as automatic teller machines (ATMs), copiers and printers. In ATMs, the overlap separation mechanism is widely used to separate paper sheets one by one precisely and quickly. When paper sheets enter the overlap nip, the deformation forces and the friction forces act on contact surfaces to separate them. Because the frictional condition may change and sheets can be in different states (folded, partly-cut, wrinkled, etc.), called "situation sheets" in this paper, misfeeding and double feeding can easily occur in the separation mechanism. To achieve the low-cost and higher reliability in designing the separation device, the numerical simulation method that can correctly reproduce or predict the sheet separation behavior and clarify the jam mechanism is becoming more and more important.
Some researchers [1] - [3] have treated a paper sheet as an elastic beam and have optimised the roller shape by analysing the deformation shape and the friction force of paper sheets. Others [4] - [5] have reported that the simulated results of sheet separation approached to actual behaviour when using their finite element (FE) simulation methods. However, only using a single method cannot completely describe the whole separation phenomena. For example, in the first method, it is difficult to use an elastic beam model to describe the complicated sheets that have non-continuous shapes. In the latter FE method, no researched results have been reported on the three-dimensional separation behaviour with plural sheets, especially for situation sheets. Therefore, it cannot be said that the relationship between the deformation force and structural parameters was totally clarified, and the simulated results cannot be directly applied to the actual separation mechanism design. In this study, we first introduced the separation structure with the overlap nip. Then, a formula used for expressing the normal separation condition was derived. Furthermore, by considering the sheet is an elastic beam and using Clapeyron's theorem of three moments [6] , the deformation force of paper sheets in the overlap nip was analyzed. After that, by using the FE analysis software LS-DYNA [*1] , we developed a three-dimensional simulation method that reproduces normal feeding behavior as well as the separation defects: misfeeding and double feeding. Finally, the effects of main structural parameters on the deformation force were observed by the above-mentioned methods.
Structure of Overlap Frictional Separation
The structure of the overlap separation mechanism is shown in Fig. 1 . It mainly consists of three rollers (pick-up roller (PR), feeding roller (FR), and gate roller (GR)) and a push plate ( Fig. 1 (a) ). Positions of the FRs and the GRs are arranged with a shift in the shaft direction and an overlap in the radial direction ( Fig.1 (b) ). The pressure is first generated by a spring fixed on the PR when the push plate moves up. After that, accumulated paper sheets are drawn out by the rotation of the PR and FR when the high friction part A comes into contact with the first paper sheet ( Fig.1 (a) ). Once the paper sheets enter the overlap nip, the waved deformation occurs (shown in Fig. 1(b) ), and the deformation forces that acts on the sheet surfaces in the nip area are generated. Finally, the transportation force from the rotating FR/PR and the resistance force from the fixed GR/Sheet act simultaneously to separate paper sheets from each other. 
Normal Separation Condition
Once the paper sheet enters the overlap nip, the frictional force is applied and can be obtained by Coulomb's friction theorem (multiplying the deformation force W or the pressure Wp and frictional coefficients (refer to Fig. 2) ). When only one paper sheet has entered the overlap nip (in Fig. 2(a) ), the normal separation condition is one in which the transportation force (along the left direction) was larger than the resistance force; and can be described by equation (1) . When two paper sheets have entered the overlap nip simultaneously, (shown in Fig. 2(b) ), considering the transportation force was larger than the resistance force on the first paper sheet and the reverse was true for the second, the normal separation condition can be expressed by equations (2) 
, we only need consider equation (1) and neglect equation (2), so finally, the normal separation condition are given as follows. We can discuss the miss and double feeding defects from equation (4) . When the frictional coefficients become bigger or smaller, the requirements of the latter or former half of equation (4) may not be satisfied, so the first paper sheet may be misfed, or the first and the second paper sheets are transported at the same time and so may be double fed. This will be discussed in detail after we have examined the deformation force W in the next chapter.
Deformation Force in the Overlap Nip
Although we derived the normal separation conditions, we must obtain the value of deformation force W . Here we used a simplified elastic beam model to estimate the values caused by the overlap nip. According to the symmetry structure shown in Fig. 1(b) , and considering that the gap between the central FRs is longer than those on either side, we concentrate on only the left half structure of the symmetry line, I-I. Moreover, to more easily obtain the deformation force, we reverse the half model. The paper sheet is treated as a continuous elastic beam and is simply supported at points 1~4 by three FR edges, and at the upper side, two GRs' edges are pressed down at points 5~8 with overlap ∆ (Fig. 3(b) ). 
M
represents the moment at points 1~4 respectively. Considering the symmetry of line II-II shown in Fig. 3(b) , we have following equations.
Clapeyron's theorem of three moments gives the relationship among the applied force, moment, slope angle, and the length of span between two continuous spans [6] . For the two spans between points 1~2 and 2~3, we can obtain the following relationship.
Here 3 2 , θ θ is the slope angle at point 2 when only the centralized force applies on the left or on the right span respectively. EI is the bending stiffness of the paper sheet ( E is Young's modules, and I is the geometrical moment of inertia).
We can acquire the moments 
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Vol. 4 M , can be easily obtained by using known formulas [6] . Here, we do not introduce the detailed value and only show the procedures. Finally, we let the summations of these deflections at point 5 and 6 equal the overlap ∆ which are given by the following equations. Finally, we can obtain the deformation forces 1 W and 2 W as shown in the followings. The effects of main sizes of the separation structure will be discussed in next chapter.
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FE simulation model
An FE simulation method for the separation mechanism was established by treating the rigid shell for rollers and the elastic shell elements for the paper sheets. The three-dimensional initial FE model for separating four sheets of paper is shown in Fig. 4 . Four paper sheets are put one on top of the other with a certain gap. To reduce undesirable vibration of paper sheets in calculation, contact damping and the stiffness are added to each contact pair. The FE model has been validated to ensure the pressure p W and the deformation force W are nearly equal to those of an actual experiment. The normal separation parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 1 . 5 , it is known that the heads of the second sheets in both cases cannot be fed and stopped at the nip centerline. This means the first sheet is normally separated from sheets 2~4 by using the parameters given in Table 1 . It is also said that our separation mechanism can also be used for feeding and separating the situation sheets.
Discussion on Effects of Main Parameters
Main structure parameters
Now we can calculate the deformation force by the equations (21) (22) and (5). For our standard structure and parameters of the overlap nip shown in Table 1 , let the effective deformation length b in equation (20) equal the nip length 6.0mm. Figure 6 shows the effect of the deformation force W on parameters of f l , g l , l and ∆ . From this figure, it is known that the deformation force W is proportional to the amount of the overlap. The smaller g l or l , the bigger the deformation force. The value f l has too little insensitivity to change the deformation force. Therefore, the deformation force W can be designed by changing the structure sizes of the separation mechanism. 
Frictional coefficients
Once the structure of the overlap nip is decided, the deformation force can also be worked out. However, sometimes the frictional coefficients between roller/sheet or sheet/sheet are unstable and easily changed, and furthermore they may destroy the satisfaction of equation (4) . Here, we discuss the separation defects from equation (4) and the FE simulation. When fs µ decreased from 0.68 to 0.5, and ps µ changed from 1.25 to 0.8, the latter half of equation (4) was not satisfied. The first paper sheet could not be sent and so may be misfed. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 7(a) . Even when the high friction parts of the FR and PR had finished turning, the tip of the first sheet stayed in the nip. Moreover, when this happened, a big deformation occurred between the FR and PR, and the paper sheet was buckled. This condition did not satisfy the former half of equation (4) . The first and the second paper sheets are seen to enter the overlap nip simultaneously.
These separation problems (misfeeding and double feeding) also exist in actual machines. Therefore, the FE simulation accurately reproduced actual separation conditions. Additionally, the separation defects obtained by the elastic beam model agree well with those obtained by the FE simulation. 
Conclusions
By using the elastic beam model, we analyzed the deformation force applied on sheet surfaces in the nip area, and discussed the separation behavior caused by the established FE model. We now summarize the main points of this study.
(1) The effect of deformation force in the overlap nip was clarified by treating the paper sheet as a continuous elastic beam and using Clapeyron's theorem of three moments. (2) A normal separation conditional expression was derived. The relationships between the frictional coefficients and misfeeding/double feeding were clarified. (3) An FE simulation method that can reproduce the separation behavior accurately was developed.
The results of separation behaviors by FE simulation agree well with those by the elastic beam model and the derived separation conditions. These can be used for designing the separation mechanism. 
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